We will consider the boundary value problem
Au + £ a x -z \-bu = -f in fi,
Here fi c IR N is a bounded domain with boundary 3fi sufficiently smooth. We will adopt the standard notations (cf Gilbarg-Trudinger, 1977) . Especially (., .) respective (., .)i dénote the L 2 (fi)-inner-product respective the Dirichlet intégral and || . || k the norm in H k -Wj(fi).
The weak formulation of problem (1) 
Our basic o assumption is : problem (1) resp. (2) has a unique solution u to ƒ e H o with ueH x r\ H 2 and || u || 2 < c || ƒ ||. Now let S h be the space of linear finite LIN QUN éléments with isoparametric modifications in the boundary éléments such that S h cz H x holds true. Due to an argument of Schatz (1974) for h sufficiently small the Galerkin-approximation u° = u h e S* defined by
is uniquely defined. The error estimate
is well known. In Lin Qun (1978) , (1980) we introduced a refinement of u° on th basis of the additional assumption : to F G H o given the solution of 
with cp v G S ft and
and on the other hand by (v > 0) Chatelin, 1981 , Hackbusch, 1981 . Let us consider the équation
in a Banach-space X with K being a linear compact operator. Further let S be an approximating subspace and F : X -> S a bounded projection onto S. The standard Galerkin solution is defined by
Now we construct itérâtes ü v and w v+i in the way Remark 2 : The approximations w° are also considered in Sloan (1976) , but the higher itérâtes introduced there differ from ours.
LEMMA 1 : Suppose that K is compact, 1 is not an eigenvalue of K and
Then (I -PK)" 1 exists as a bounded operator in X and the Galerkin solutions are well defined. Moreover
Proof: Since (ƒ -K)~l is bounded for K small enough also (/ -PK)~l is bounded. As a conséquence the Galerkin solution is uniquely defined. The identity will be useful. The solution u of (12) may be written in the form
Because of our construction we have
Subtraction of (20) from (19) gives (17).
Remark 3 : We mention that under our assumptions also (ƒ -KP)~l exists and the récurrence relation 3. Now we corne back to the situation discussed in section 1. We identify X with the Hilbertspace H o -L 2 (Q). Since we o want to work with the Ritzmethod we have to impose the condition S £ H v For simplicity we focuss our attention to the case ; S = S h is the space of linear finite éléments with isoparametric modifications along the boundary. Further let P = R h be the standard Ritz-projection defined by Pu e S h and for %eS h . 
is a conséquence of (4). Because of ||(/-P)lCi>|| ^chWKvW^c'hWvW (27)
with some constant c. The estimâtes derived in section 2 lead to
and because of (4) to
Finally the terms || u -u* \\ l are bounded in the same way since by définition
This complètes the proof of theorem 1.
4. In this section we consider the model problem
on dQ in two or three space dimensions. The weak formulation of (32) is uniformly bounded.
(ii) For z = u(x) G C°(Q) the functions f (x, u(x) ) 9 f z (x 9 u(x)) anf f zz (x, u(x) ) are in C°(Q).
(iii) « is an isolated solution of (32), 
Corresponding to section 1 we define the itérâtes ü* for v > 0 by 
and let P = K ft be the Ritz operator defined by Q> =Pvo<b eS h and (*,x)i=(t>,x)i for X eS ft .
Problem (32) is equivalent to u = Kf (u) . We may rewrite this in the form
In terms of K and P the itérâtes u" and cp v have the représentation
This leads to
By comparison of (43) and (46) and by adding and subtracting appropriate terms we come to
The Ritz operator P is the orthogonal projection in H^ onto S = S h . For Ü, w e /ƒ 0 arbitrary we get 
This follows from
in combination with Sobolev's embedding lemma. For h small enough the initial Galerkin solution u° is " near " to u. Because of our assumption (iii) then the operator I -PKf{u°) will have a bounded inverse. 
